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ABSTRACT

1.

Support for object-oriented programming has become an
integral part of mainstream languages, and more recently
generic programming has gained widespread acceptance as
well. A natural question is how these two paradigms, and
their underlying language mechanisms, should interact. One
particular design option, that of using subtyping to constrain the type parameters of generic functions, has been
chosen in the generics of Java and those planned for a future revision of C#. Certain shortcomings have previously
been identified in using subtyping for constraining parametric polymorphism in the context of generic programming.
To address these, we propose extending object-oriented interfaces and subtyping to include associated types and constraint propagation. Associated types are type members of
interfaces and classes. Constraint propagation allows certain
constraints on type parameters to be inferred from other
constraints on those parameters and their use in base class
type expressions. The paper demonstrates these extensions
in the context of C# (with generics), describes a translation of the extended features to C#, and presents a formalism proving their safety. The formalism is applicable
to other mainstream object-oriented languages supporting
F-bounded polymorphism, such as Java.

Generic programming is an emerging paradigm for writing highly reusable libraries of algorithms. The generic programming approach has been used extensively within the
C++ community; prime examples of generic libraries include
the Standard Template Library (STL) [1, 2], STAPL (a parallel STL) [3], Boost Graph Library [4] (BGL), Matrix Template Library [5], and Bioinformatics Template Library [6].
Common to these libraries is their extensive parameterization of algorithms with respect to the types of their arguments, allowing a single implementation of an algorithm to
work on a broad class of different argument types. Such a
high degree of type parameterization is less common in other
mainstream object-oriented languages.
The major difference between generic programming in C++
vs. generics in, say, C# or Java, is that C++ does not require, or allow, any constraints on type parameters, whereas
C# and Java do. Note that throughout the paper, with
C# we refer to the planned future version 2.0, as specified
in [7]. In C++, objects whose types are type parameters can
be used in any operation; type checking of generic definitions is delayed until after concrete types have been bound
to type parameters. In contrast, in C# and Java, explicit
subtype constraints on type parameters allow type checking
of generic definitions separately from their uses.
In a previous study [8], we evaluated six mainstream programming languages with respect to their support for generic
programming. The evaluation was based on the experiences in implementing a subset of the BGL in each of the
languages under study. Mainstream object-oriented languages did not rank highly in this evaluation; practical problems identified included verbose code, redundant code, and
difficulties in composing separately defined generic components. Constraints naturally render generic method and
class definitions in C# and Java more verbose than their
counterparts in C++. Our experience with the BGL implementation showed, however, that the number and size of
the required constraint expressions can become excessive in
algorithms parameterized over several input types. First,
the only means of expressing dependencies between generic
types is by type parameterization. This prevents proper
encapsulation of such dependencies into interfaces or abstract classes. Second, inheriting a generic class from another generic class does not mean inheriting constraints on
type parameters. Rather, a generic class or method definition must often repeat type parameter constraints which are
already induced by uses of these parameters in the types of
base classes or by uses in other constraints.
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INTRODUCTION

This paper advocates associated types and constraint propagation as solutions to these problems. Associated types resemble member typedefs in C++, and also share similarities
with type members of ML signatures. Section 6 describes
these connections in more detail. Associated types can also
be viewed as a restricted form of virtual types [9, 10]; unlike
virtual types, associated types are conceptually attached to
classes, rather than objects. We believe this solution fits into
the generic features of mainstream languages, such as C#
or Java, without drastic changes, and yet results in notable
improvement in code clarity and expressiveness.
By constraint propagation we refer to a language mechanism that gathers type parameter constraints that are induced by other uses of the same type parameters. Constraints for a type parameter can be propagated from its
uses as an argument to other generic types, in type parameter constraints, or in base class or interface expressions.
The contributions of this work are to introduce language
extensions for associated types and constraint propagation
within the context of languages that support F-bounded
polymorphism [11], such as Java or C#. Our approach is
motivated by the needs of practical generic programming,
and by the techniques commonly used within that community. The proposed extensions are described using a series of examples, and then formalized using a Featherweight
Generic Java-like approach [12]; the formalization is used
to show that the extensions preserve type-safety. A translation from a simple object-oriented language with these
extensions to a standard object-oriented language with Fbounded polymorphism is then presented, to give a possible
implementation of the extensions. We provide a formal proof
that the translation preserves type-safety.
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes
generic programming, and the role of associated types in
generic definitions. Section 3 discusses the consequences of
representing associated types using type parameters, and
the consequences of the lack of constraint propagation in
constrained generics. As a remedy to these problems, Section 4 suggests two language extensions for C# and describes informally a source-to-source translation of these extensions to C#. Section 5 provides a formal account of the
impact of these features in a setting similar to Featherweight
Generic Java (FGJ) [12] and C# minor [13] and proves
the soundness of the extensions in this simplified formalism.
Section 6 surveys related work, both in object-oriented and
in functional programming languages. Section 7 concludes
the paper and outlines future work.

2.

BACKGROUND

Generic programming is a systematic approach to software
reuse that focuses on finding the most general (or abstract)
formulations of algorithms and their efficient implementations [14]. Fundamental to realizing generic algorithms is
the notion of abstraction: generic algorithms are specified
in terms of abstract properties of types, not in terms of particular types. In the terminology of generic programming,
a concept is the formalization of an abstraction as a set of
requirements on a type (or on several types) [15, 16]. These
requirements may be semantic as well as syntactic. A concept may incorporate the requirements of another concept,
in which case the first concept is said to refine the second.
Types (or sequences of types) that meet the requirements
of a concept are said to model the concept. Note that it is

not necessarily the case that the requirements of a concept
involve just one type: a concept may involve multiple types
and specifies their relationships.
A concept consists of four different kinds of requirements:
associated types, function signatures, semantic constraints,
and complexity guarantees. The associated types of a concept specify mappings from the modeling type(s) to other
collaborating types (such as the mapping from a container
to the type of its elements). The function signatures specify
the operations that must be defined for the modeling types.
Alternatively, the operations may be specified using valid
expressions that must be syntactically valid for any types
that model the concept. This is idiomatic in documenting
concepts in C++ libraries, because a single valid expression
can be implemented with more than one function signature.
The above form of describing requirements on type parameters is wide-spread in the C++ community; the SGI STL
documentation [17] is the archetypical example. The specification of the C++ standard library in [18] follows the same
form as well. One reason for this is arguably the lack of
language mechanisms for specifying constraints; structured
concept descriptions provide some rigor in requirement descriptions. Another view is that concepts arise by examining
concrete algorithms, grouping frequently occurring requirements into reusable entities. Concept descriptions are not
bound by language constructs, and have had the freedom
to evolve into a form that effectively captures the essential
requirements that generic algorithms place on type parameters.
The following example shows a simplistic generic function
first neighbor for finding an adjacent vertex of another vertex
in a graph:
template <class Graph>
typename Graph::vertex type
first neighbor(Graph g, typename Graph::vertex type v) {
return target(current(out edges(v, g)));
}
// Constraints:

Graph models Incidence Graph

The function constrains, though merely in documentation,
its Graph type parameter using the concept Incidence Graph
documented in Figure 1. This concept requires the existence of the associated types vertex type, edge type, and
out edge iterator. In addition, it places requirements on these
types: edge type must be a model of the Graph Edge concept, and out edge iterator is required to model the Iterator
concept. These two concepts are also shown in Figure 1.
Furthermore, the Incidence Graph concept has two sametype constraints (cf. ML sharing constraints) to ensure that
out edge iterator iterates over edges with the correct type, and
that vertex type coincides with the edge type’s associated type
vertex type. Concepts can be built from other concepts using refinement. For example, we could define the concept
Bidirectional Iterator to contain all requirements of the
Iterator concept, and add the ability to move backward
in a sequence. In C++, concepts are merely a documentation artifact, and thus structural conformance (presence of
the correct associated types and function definitions) to the
requirements suffices for a type to model a concept.
In the generic programming approach, taxonomies of concepts of the modeled domain guide the systematic organization of reusable libraries. Concept taxonomies can in principle be developed independently of a particular programming
language; the implementation language of a generic library

Incidence Graph concept. Type Graph is a model of Incidence
Graph if the requirements below are satisfied. Object g is of type
Graph and v is of type Graph::vertex type
Expression
Return Type or Description
Graph::vertex type
Associated vertex type
Graph::edge type
Associated edge type
Graph::out edge iterator
Associated iterator type
edge type models Graph Edge
out edge iterator models Iterator
edge type::vertex type == vertex type
out edge iterator::value type == edge type
out edges(v,g)
out edge iterator
out degree(v,g)
int
Graph Edge concept. Type Edge is a model of Graph Edge if
the following requirements are satisfied. Object e is of type Edge.
Expression
Edge::vertex type
source(e)
target(e)

Return Type or Description
Associated vertex type
Edge::vertex type
Edge::vertex type

Iterator concept. Type Iter is a model of Iterator if the following requirements are satisfied. Object i is of type Iter.
Expression
Iter::value type
next(i)
at end(i)
current(i)

Return Type or Description
Associated value type
Iter
bool
Iter::value type

Figure 1: C++ concept descriptions for Graph, Graph Edge,
and Iterator concepts.
must, however, allow their expression. The directness of this
varies among languages. For example, ML signatures and
Haskell type classes have a relatively close correspondence to
concepts. Classes and interfaces, the type parameter bounds
of C# and Java, seem to be a less direct fit. In particular,
representing associated types is accomplished in a roundabout manner. The next section discusses representing concepts and generic algorithms with object-oriented interfaces,
such as those found in C# or Java generics.

3.

INTERFACES AS CONCEPTS

In C# or Java, interfaces can capture the valid expression requirements of concepts as method signatures. We use
C# syntax in our examples. The modeling relation between
types and concepts can be represented as classes implementing interfaces and concept refinement can be represented as
inheritance between interfaces. Although associated types
do not have a direct counterpart in interfaces, a type parameter can represent an associated type. In that case,
constraints on associated types are simply constraints on
type parameters. Representing associated types with type
parameters is common practice. The C# IEnumerable<T>
interface for iterating through containers (from the C# standard library) serves as an example. When a type implements
IEnumerable<T>, it must bind a concrete type, the value type
of the container, to the type parameter T.
Compare the two concepts in Figure 1, and their representations as C# interfaces (Figure 2). The three type
parameters Vertex, Edge, and OutEdgeIterator in the generic
IncidenceGraph interface correspond to the three associated

types of the Incidence Graph concept. The constraints on
these types are visible in the where clauses. Note that we
use the standard interface IEnumerable as the interface for
the iterator, rather than defining one based on the Iterator concept in Figure 1. Same-type constraints are implicit:
out edge iterator::value type == edge type is expressed by using
the type parameter Edge in the constraint of OutEdgeIterator,
and the use of Vertex as the type argument to GraphEdge establishes the constraint edge type::vertex type == vertex type.
Figure 3 contains the C# version of first neighbor, which uses
IncidenceGraph to constrain one of its type parameters.
interface GraphEdge<Vertex> {
Vertex source();
Vertex target();
}
interface IncidenceGraph<Vertex, Edge, OutEdgeIterator>
where Edge : GraphEdge<Vertex>
where OutEdgeIterator : IEnumerable<Edge> {
OutEdgeIterator out edges(Vertex v);
int out degree(Vertex v);
}

Figure 2: Graph Edge and Incidence Graph as C# interfaces.
The main problem with representing associated types as
type parameters is that type parameters are not properly
encapsulated in the interface. Every reference to an interface, whether the interface is being extended (concept
refinement) or used as a type parameter constraint, must
list all of the type parameters explicitly. In a concept with
several associated types, this becomes burdensome. In the
study described in [8], the number of type parameters in
generic algorithms was often more than doubled due to this
effect. Figure 3 demonstrates the problem. Even though the
first neighbor function only takes two parameters, a graph and
a vertex, it has four type parameters. Note that only two of
these type parameters are referred to in the parameter list.
G Vertex
first neighbor<G, G Vertex, G Edge, G OutEdgeIterator>
(G g, G Vertex v)
where G : IncidenceGraph<G Vertex,
where G : IncidenceGraph<G Edge, G OutEdgeIterator>
where G Edge : GraphEdge<G Vertex>
where G OutEdgeIterator : IEnumerable<G Edge> {
return g.out edges(v).Current.target();
}

Figure 3: Example generic function in C#.
Another related problem is that interfaces fail to encapsulate constraints on associated types. Consider the type parameter constraints in the where clause of first neighbor. The
last two lines are a repetition of what is already specified in
the where clause of the IncidenceGraph interface (see Figure 2).
This repetition seems unnecessary: no type can be bound to
G unless it inherits from the IncidenceGraph interface. This in
turn requires that the types bound to the type parameters
Vertex, Edge, and OutEdgeIterator must satisfy the constraints
of the IncidenceGraph interface. Thus, based on the constraint
on G above, the type-checker could safely assume that the
type parameters G Vertex, G Edge, and G OutEdgeIterator in
the generic first neighbor function also satisfy the constraints
in IncidenceGraph. Such constraint propagation, as we refer to

it, is not performed in C#, and thus the last two subtype
constraints of first neighbor are necessary as direct evidence
of all type arguments meeting their bounds. In our experience [8], lack of constraint propagation greatly increases
the verbosity of generic functions and generic interfaces. It
also adds extra dependencies on the exact forms of generic
interfaces; a slight change in a constraint on an associated
type of an interface may require a change in every use of
that interface.

4.

EXTENDING C# GENERICS

We argue that direct support for associated types and
support for constraint propagation would significantly improve generic programming in mainstream object-oriented
languages, such as C#, without requiring drastic modifications to the language or its implementation. In this section
we describe associated types, in the form of member types
in interfaces, and constraint propagation, as extensions to
C#. Furthermore, we describe how these features can be
translated to standard C#. The presentation is informal;
Section 5 gives a detailed formal description of the features
and their translations in an idealized model of the language.

4.1

Associated types

Our approach to associated types for C# is to introduce
member types in interfaces and classes. We allow interfaces
to declare members which are placeholders for types, and
place constraints, subtype or same-type, on these members.
For ease of discussion, we use the term concept interface to
refer to an interface that defines member types, or inherits
from an interface defining member types. We adopt the syntax type A : B for declaring a member type A and requiring
that any type bound to A must be a subtype of B, where B
is an instance of a class or an interface. The constraint can
be omitted. Same-type constraints are expressed with the
syntax require A == B. We also allow subtype constraints of
the form require A : B in isolation of associated type declarations.
The syntax T::A is used for accessing an associated type
A of another type T. In particular, to access an associated
type A in the class being defined or in one of its ancestors,
one writes this::A, and we allow this:: to be omitted. Note
that this in the context of types refers to the class being
defined, rather than the current object.
The left-hand side of a subtype constraint, and one side
of a same-type constraint, must be a constrainable type.
We define a constrainable type as either a type parameter;
this::A, where A is an associated type declared in the class or
interface being defined, or in its ancestors; or an associated
type of a constrainable type.
A concept interface, that is, an interface with member
types that have not been bound to concrete types, can only
be used as type parameters’ subtype constraints, or as a base
interface of another interface or class. In particular, one cannot declare a variable, function parameter, or a field of such
a type, nor use it as a type argument to a generic method
or type. We discuss this restriction in more detail later in
this section. Match-bounded polymorphism [19] includes a
similar notion of interfaces that cannot be used as types.
A derived interface can tighten constraints on associated
types defined in its base interfaces. Classes that implement
interfaces must define the member types. These definitions
cannot be changed in derived classes, or otherwise substi-

tutability would be compromised. This is in line with the
restrictions of type-safe variations of virtual types [10, 20].
We could weaken this restriction without too much complication, and allow abstract classes to leave some member
types unbound. Any non-abstract class inheriting from an
abstract class would then only need to bind the member
types left unbound in its ancestors. The stronger rule arose
from directly mapping concepts to interfaces, and from the
desire to keep the formalization discussed in Section 5 simple.
As an example, Figure 4 shows how the graph concepts
from Figure 1 can be expressed using this extension. The
GraphEdge interface declares the member type Vertex. The
IncidenceGraph interface declares two associated types, Vertex
and Edge, and places constraints on them: Edge must be a
subtype of GraphEdge and Vertex must be the same type as the
associated type, also named Vertex, of Edge. We can observe
that the member types correspond directly to the associated types in Figure 1, subtype constraints correspond to
requirements that types model concepts, and the same-type
constraint has a direct equivalent as well. The constraint
on OutEdgeIterator, however, is different: the Iterator concept is represented using the standard IEnumerable interface,
where the associated type Edge is an extra type parameter
rather than a member type. This demonstrates that the two
styles of representation for associated types can coexist.
interface GraphEdge {
type Vertex;
Vertex source();
Vertex target();
}
interface IncidenceGraph {
type Vertex;
type Edge : GraphEdge;
type OutEdgeIterator : IEnumerable<Edge>;
require Vertex == Edge::Vertex;
OutEdgeIterator out edges(Vertex v);
int out degree(Vertex v);
}

Figure 4: Graph concepts represented as interfaces with associated types.

G::Vertex first neighbor<G>(G g, G::Vertex v)
where G : IncidenceGraph
where G::Edge : GraphEdge
where G::OutEdgeIterator : IEnumerable<G::Edge>
where G::Vertex == G::Edge::Vertex {
return g.out edges(v).Current.target();
}

Figure 5: The first neighbor function that relies on support
for associated types, but does not rely on constraint propagation.
The rewrite of the first neighbor function in Figure 5 demonstrates the effect of associated types: one type parameter,
instead of four, suffices. The constraint on G itself is very
concise, but the constraints on associated types of G are even
more verbose. This is due to the need to provide explicit evidence that the associated types of G satisfy all requirements
placed on them by IncidenceGraph. The remedy is constraint
propagation, explained in Section 4.2. First, however, we

class AdjListEdge : GraphEdge {
type Vertex = int;
...
}

class AdjListEdge : GraphEdge<int> {
...
}
class AdjacencyList
: IncidenceGraph<int, AdjListEdge,
IEnumerable<AdjListEdge> > {

class AdjacencyList : IncidenceGraph {
type Vertex = int;
type Edge = AdjListEdge;

IEnumerable<AdjListEdge>
out edges(int v) {...}

type OutEdgeIterator =
IEnumerable<AdjListEdge>;

int out degree(int v) {...}

OutEdgeIterator out edges(int v) {...}

}

int out degree(int v) {...}
}

(a)
(b)
Figure 6: Concrete graph and edge types that model the Incidence Graph and Graph Edge concepts. Associated types are
represented using (a) member types, and (b) using type parameters.
generic interface, or in more than one argument position of one generic interface.

explain how associated types are translated into type parameters:
• Each associated type declaration in an interface is translated into a new type parameter of that interface. Subtype constraints on associated types are translated and
moved to where clauses as constraints on the corresponding type parameters. The translation of the interfaces in Figure 4 results in the interfaces we showed
in Figure 2. All three associated types of IncidenceGraph
end up as type parameters.
Same-type constraints between two types are handled
by unifying, in the logic programming sense, the translations of the types required to be equal. For example,
in Figure 2 the type Vertex is used as the Vertex associated type for both GraphEdge and IncidenceGraph.
• The definitions of associated types in classes that implement interfaces are converted to type arguments of
the interfaces. Figure 6 shows two such classes, implementing the GraphEdge and IncidenceGraph interfaces.
The code in Figure 6(a) is written using the extension;
Figure 6(b) contains the code translated to plain C#.
Obviously, this part of the translation must be coordinated with the translations of the corresponding interface definitions. Associated types that are referred to
by name in the extended C# are identified based on
their positions in the type parameter list in the translated code. Thus, the translation must ensure that the
same names are always mapped to the same positions.
• Concept interfaces can occur in constraints of generic
functions, or those of generic classes or interfaces. Any
use of a such an interface requires an extra type argument for each associated type, so that the instantiation matches the translated definition of the use.
Also, references to associated types in the body and
constraints of a generic function, class, or interface are
converted to references to the corresponding type parameters. The IncidenceGraph and GraphEdge interfaces
get three and one, respectively, extra type arguments
in the translation of the first neighbor function from the
version in Figure 5 to the version in Figure 3. Again,
same-type constraints are handled by using the same
type parameter as a type argument to more than one

The translation outlined above is automating a procedure
which is performed manually while implementing generic libraries. For example, the manual approach was used to
express associated types in implementations of a graph algorithm library in C#, Java, and Eiffel, described in [8]. One
can also view certain definitions in the standard libraries
of these three languages, such as the types of generic iterators (e.g., the IEnumerable interface in C#), as uses of this
technique.
A concept interface is not a traditional object-oriented interface; in particular, such an interface is not a type. As the
translation suggests, these interfaces cannot be used without
providing, either implicitly or explicitly, bindings for their
associated types. As a consequence, concept interfaces can
be used as constraints on type parameters, but not as types
for variables or function parameters — uses that traditional
interfaces allow. For example, the first neighbor function in
Figure 5 cannot be written as:
IncidenceGraph::Vertex
first neighbor(IncidenceGraph g, IncidenceGraph::Vertex v);

In this definition, the references to IncidenceGraph::Vertex are
undefined; the abstract IncidenceGraph interface does not define a binding for the Vertex associated type. This is a major difference between our translation and systems based
on virtual types. In our translation, all associated types
are looked up statically, and so the type of g is the interface IncidenceGraph, not a concrete class which implements
IncidenceGraph. Compared to virtual types there are situations where extra type parameters are needed. The added
verbosity is at most one type parameter for each function
parameter.
For the translation described in this section to work with
implicit instantiation (inferring type arguments from the
types of the function arguments), it is important to be able
to infer the definitions of associated types from the types
that are bound to the main type parameters. After the
translation, this amounts to being able to do type inference
based on type parameter constraints, a feature supported,
for example, by Java 5.

4.2

Constraint propagation

Constraint propagation can apply when a type parameter is constrained by a generic class or interface, or when a
generic class or interface inherits from another generic class
or interface. Consider the process of type-checking the body
of a generic class or function a. Suppose T is a type parameter of a, and T is used as a type argument in some instantiation Y<..., T, ...> occurring in one of the constraints of a, or
as a base class or base interface of a. Constraint propagation
then means that any constraints the definition of Y places
on T in the instantiation Y<..., T, ...> can be assumed to be
true while type-checking a. Note that in all uses of a, type
arguments will be checked against both explicitly declared
and propagated constraints.
As an example of constraint propagation, consider the
function in Figure 3. The type parameter G Edge is used
as a type argument to the IncidenceGraph interface. The
where clause of IncidenceGraph requires its second type parameter Edge to be a subtype of GraphEdge<Vertex>. Substituting G Edge to Edge and G Vertex to Vertex, as the instantiation IncidenceGraph<G Vertex, G Edge, G OutEdgeIterator> implies, the constraint G Edge : GraphEdge<G Vertex> can be assumed to hold while type-checking first neighbor. The translation can thus be implemented by copying the constraints,
with appropriate substitutions, according to the above description.
Combining the two extensions, associated types and constraint propagation, the constraints of the first neighbor function can be written very concisely:

it may be more natural to use type parameters. An example of such a situation would be interfaces describing different kinds of container concepts. One can expect that the
type of the elements stored in a container class will almost
invariably be mentioned in generic functions operating on
containers, and thus it likely is more economical to express
such an often used associated type as a type parameter. Less
frequently needed associated types, on the other hand, are
more natural to express as member types.
As another factor in the choice between type parameters
and member types, one must consider whether implicit same
type constraints with type parameters are more economical
than their explicit expressions, as must be done with member types. Also, the C# 2.0 specification allows [7] a class
to implement the same interface in two different ways, with
different type arguments. With concept interfaces, if the
only variation is in the bindings of member types and all
type arguments remain the same, this is not possible.
Finally, member types may give better protection against
changes in interfaces. For example, adding a new type parameter to an interface with explicit type parameters requires changing all uses of that interface. Adding a new
member type to a concept interface, on the other hand,
has no effect on the existing uses of the interface, except
of course for class definitions that implement the interface.

5.

FORMALIZATION

Our definition of constraint propagation infers additional
constraints on type parameters from their uses within constraints, and base classes and interfaces. It would be possible to infer constraints from other uses of type parameters as
well, such as their uses in method signatures, or the types of
fields. We suspect that this would be surprising, as internal
features of a class could leak into the interface. For example,
a private field could impose constraints on users of a class.
Constraints should not be propagated from entities that are
not already part of the exposed interface of the class.

To gain assurance of the soundness of the extensions of
associated types and constraint propagation, we developed
a formal model for an idealized language, based on Featherweight Generic Java (FGJ) [12], which captures the essential
properties of the extensions in a language similar to C# and
Java. We refer to this language as fgj+iapr. We then define a translation of programs in fgj+iapr into a version of
FGJ extended with interfaces and multiple interface inheritance, denoted fgj+i below; we assume this extension can
be done while preserving type safety. We show that programs in fgj+iapr are translated into programs in fgj+i
with the same type behavior, i.e., well-formedness of classes
and interfaces is preserved, and translated expressions have
their translated types. Because our language has exactly the
same expressions as FGJ, and the translation does not alter
the non-type content of expressions, we define our semantics through translation to fgj+i. fgj+iapr is thus typesafe as long as fgj+i is. FGJ allows type parameters both
on methods and classes; we omit generic methods to reduce
complexity (hence fgj+iapr is not strictly an extension of
FGJ). As we do not consider variance or implicit instantiation of type parameters, parameterized methods provide no
new insights. For the relevant cases, generic methods can be
simulated with generic classes where the type parameters of
the method are added as type parameters of the class containing the method.

4.3

5.1

G::vertex type first neighbor<G>(G g, G::Vertex v)
where G : IncidenceGraph {
return g.out edges(v).Current.target();
}

Applying first the translation for associated types leads to
the definition below, which, after constraint propagation,
becomes the definition in Figure 3:
G Vertex
first neighbor<G, G Vertex, G Edge, G OutEdgeIterator>
(G g, G Vertex v)
where G :
IncidenceGraph<G Vertex, G Edge, G OutEdgeIterator> {
return g.out edges(v).Current.target();
}

Associated types vs. type parameters

Associated types complement, rather than replace, explicit type parameters as the language mechanism for supporting generic programming. There are cases, however,
where both mechanisms are feasible alternatives for implementing a particular design. This section discusses factors
that can affect the decision between these alternatives.
If an associated type of an interface is frequently referred
to in generic functions that use the interface as a constraint,

Syntax

Figure 7 shows the syntax of fgj+iapr; many of the rules
are either directly from, or based on, FGJ [12]. We summarize the language and notation. The metavariables I and J
range over interface names; C and D over class names; E
and F over either interface or class names; A and B over
associated type names; X, Y , and Z over type variables;
S, T , U , V , and W over arbitrary types; M , N over instantiated interfaces; K, L over instantiated classes; O, P

(interface def) id

::= interface I<X> : M where rd
{type A; require rd; ms}

(class def) cd

::= class C<X> : M , K where rd
{type A = U ; T f ; kd md}

(constraint def) rd, Q, R
(constructor def) kd
(method signature) ms
(method def) md
(expression) e
(constrainable type) G, H

::= T : P | T == U
::= C(T f ) : base(f ) {this.f = f ; }
::= T m(U x);
::= T m(U x) {return e; }
::= x | e.f | e.m(e) | new K(e) | (T )e
::= X | this :: A | G :: A

(instantiated interface) M, N

::= I<T >

(instantiated class) K, L
(class or interface name) E, F

::= C<T >
::= C | I

(instantiated class or interface) O, P
(type) S, T, U, V, W

::= M | K
::= G | P | T :: A

Figure 7: Syntax of fgj+iapr, and the metavariables used for each syntactic construct.
over instantiated interfaces or classes (we refer to these as
instances); G, H over constrainable types (these are either
type parameters, or possibly nested associated types of type
parameters or this); d and e over expressions; f and g over
field names; and x over method parameters.
Types in fgj+iapr are either class or interface instances,
type variables, or associated types. We always require associated types to be qualified, either with a class instance, type
parameter name, another explicitly qualified associated type
name, or this. In the examples of Section 4, such as in the
function interface Vertex source(); of Figure 4, we wrote associated types without qualification. This is considered to be a
shorthand notation for explicit qualification with this, and
not allowed in the formalization. Within the formalization,
the interface would have to be written as this::Vertex source();.
Hence, as a qualifier preceding ::, this is a type that refers
to the current class name, rather than an object.
Borrowing from the FGJ notation, a variable with a horizontal bar above it stands for a possibly empty sequence
of elements from the variable’s domain. The separator parameter is determined from the context. For example A is a
shorthand for the comma separated sequence of associated
types A1 , A2 , . . . , An ; and ms; a sequence of method signatures delimited by semicolons. Further, rd represents a
comma separated sequence of constraints. Such constraints
can be of two forms: T : P or T == U . We refer to the former kind as subtype constraints and the latter as same-type
constraints. Note that in program code, the left-hand side of
these constraints must be a constrainable type, but this restriction does not hold in the formalism in general. The horizontal bar is used with constraints as well: T : P represents
the sequence T1 : P1 , T2 : P2 , . . . , Tn : Pn and T == U the
sequence T1 == U1 , T2 == U2 , . . . , Tn == Un . The horizontal bar is also used with helper functions. For example, we
define constr(T ) as the set of constraints induced by T , and
take constr(T ) to mean constr(T1 ), constr(T2 ), . . . , constr(Tn ).
We write the type of a method V m(U x) { return e; } in

class C<T > as U → V ; its body is the pair hx, ei, accessed
by mbody(C<T >.m).
We require that sequences of names of type parameters,
methods, associated types, and method parameters do not
contain duplicates; and that inheritance does not cause a
class or interface to have multiple members (associated types,
fields, and methods) with the same name. Also, we sometimes write a class definition as class C<X> : P . . ., in
which case we assume that at most one Pi is a class, and
the other elements in P are interfaces. Further, we sometimes use the syntax class/interface E<X> : P . . . when
describing behavior common to classes and interfaces; it is
assumed that if E is an interface, all elements of P are interfaces.
We write [T /X]U for the simultaneous substitution of
types T for X in U . A substitution σ is well-formed in some
environment ∆ (written ∆ ` σ ok ) if T are well-formed in
∆. Well-formedness is defined below in this section.
CT is a class table mapping the name of a class or interface to its definition. Then an fgj+iapr program is a
fixed class table and a single expression e, whose evaluation is the program execution. We assume CT satisfies
the following conditions: (1) CT (C) = class C . . . and
CT (I) = interface I . . . for every C, I ∈ dom(CT ); (2)
for every class or interface name E, appearing anywhere in
CT , E ∈ dom(CT ); (3) there are no cycles in the inheritance relation induced by CT ; (4) and that associated type
definitions in classes do not form a cycle. By the third condition we mean that a class or interface cannot inherit from
another instance of itself. Since inheriting is only allowed
from instances of classes or interfaces, not from type parameters or associated types, this condition can be guaranteed
easily. The fourth condition can be checked by following
the definitions of each associated type in all classes, and
ensuring that they eventually are bound to an instance or
a constrainable type. For shorter presentation, we define
another function D, in Figure 8, that looks up a class or
interface from CT and performs simultaneous substitution

CT (C) = class C<X> : P where rd {type A = V ; W f ; kd md}

|T | = |X|

σ = [T /X, U/this]

D(C<T >, U ) = class C<T > : σP where σrd {type A = σV ; σW f ; σkd σmd}
CT (I) = interface I<X> : M where rd1 {type A; require rd2 ; ms; }

|T | = |X|

σ = [T /X, U/this]

D(I<T >, U ) = interface I<T > : σM where σrd1 {type A; require σrd2 ; σms; }
Figure 8: Lookup function that performs substitution.
of type arguments to type parameters and an instance type
to this everywhere in the class or interface definition.

5.2

Typing

We use two typing environments Γ and ∆. The environment Γ maps variables (method parameters) to their types;
its elements have the form x : T . The type environment ∆
can contain three kinds of elements: type parameter names;
subtype constraints, of the form T : P ; and same-type constraints, of the form T == U . We define the helper function
·v for extracting the type variables from a type environment,
and ·c for extracting the constraints. These two functions
are used as ∆v and ∆c . We use the metavariables Q and R
to range over constraints. A typing judgment ∆; Γ ` e : T
is read as “e has type T in the environments ∆; Γ.” The
typing rules for expressions, shown in Figure 10, directly
correspond to those in FGJ, except for ty-dcast, which
omits for brevity a technical condition not significant for
our formalism.
In Figure 9, we define type equality == as the symmetric,
reflexive, and transitive congruence closure of the same-type
constraints in the environment. The subtyping relation <:
is defined as the closure, under type equality, reflexivity, and
transitivity, of the subtype constraints in the environment.
We include well-formedness rules for types, environments,
constraints, class and interface definitions, and method signatures and definitions. Except for class and interface definitions, well-formedness is always defined with respect to
some environment ∆. The judgment ∆ ` E<T > ok is true
if T satisfy the constraints the definition of E places on
its type parameters. This set of constraints, defined using
the propag-c function shown in Figure 13, is the result of
constraint propagation from E’s ancestors and from all constraints explicitly expressed in E. For technical reasons, we
define two forms of well-formedness for constraints: semi-ok
and ok. A subtype or same-type constraint is semi-ok in
some environment if both its left-hand and right-hand sides
are ok in that environment. In the user syntax of fgj+iapr
the left-hand side of a constraint must always be a constrainable type. This is the additional requirement for a
constraint to be ok. Constraints with an instance on the lefthand side can, however, occur internally in the formalism;
the definition of semi-ok allows this. A type environment is
well-formed if all constraints and types in it are well-formed.
The well-formedness rules for class and interface definitions, in Figure 11, use the env-for-body function to create
the type environment ∆, in which all subparts of the class or
interface definition must be well-formed. The env-for-body
function should result in the same environment that must be
proven well-formed in the “instance ok ” rules, and its definition in terms of propag-c does exactly this. The class-defok rule also requires that all constraints propagated from
the base interfaces are satisfied in the environment of the

class definition. In this premise, the class being checked is
substituted for this to ensure that the definitions for associated types given in the class are checked against the constraints placed on them by the class’s base class and base
interfaces.
In contrast to FGJ, in which only the direct constraints
of type parameters comprise the environment for checking
well-formedness of the subparts of the class, the environment
in our formalism is larger as a result of constraint propagation. This amounts to fewer explicit constraints on type
parameters being necessary. Note, however, that generic
definitions are still type-checked separately. Type checking
may require examining classes or interfaces used as ancestors of the class being checked, or classes or interfaces used
in its constraints. This must be done recursively, but it is
not significantly different than guaranteeing that, say, references to fields are valid. Regarding well-formed classes, the
special class object is allowed to have no base class, and is
assumed to be defined as an empty class with no bases.
Other helper definitions for these rules include assoc-decl,
which collects the names of all associated types declared in a
given class or interface or in its ancestors; assoc-def collects
the names of associated types defined and bound to types in
a given class or in its base classes. These definitions help to
establish that no associated type is left unbound in a class
definition. The functions msigs-decl and msigs-def serve a
similar purpose for methods. The function fields collects all
field definitions from a given class and its superclasses.
The rules for constraint propagation are defined in Figure 13. For some instance E<T >, constr(E<T >) includes all
direct constraints of E, both from where clauses and require
clauses, and constraints for all instances that occur as direct bases or in direct constraints of E (recursively). This
set may contain constraints of the form O : P , which are between two instances. Such constraints are filtered out using
propag-c, and only constraints of the form G : P or G == T
remain. We call such constraints propagable.

5.3

Translation

Figure 15 shows the definition of the translation function
J·K∆ from fgj+iapr to fgj+i. Regarding notation, we apply
the translation freely to a set of types, or constraints, and
take it to mean that each element of the set is translated,
and a new set produced as a result. In particular, type environments contain subtype and same-type constraints, and
type parameter names. Translating such an environment
means translating each element with the appropriate rule
and combining the results into a set. Note that ∅ as the result of a translation in the constraint translation rules means
that the constraint is removed in the translation. The interesting parts of the rules are the translations of constrainable
types, instances, and class and interface definitions, particularly the coordination to ensure that the type parameters

te-trans

te-refl

te-from-env

∆ ` T == T

∆, T == U ` T == U

∆ ` T == U
∆ ` T :: A == U :: A

D(C<T >, U ) = class C<T > : M where rd1 {type A = V ; W f ; kd md}
∆ ` U :: Ai == Vi , for all i

∆ ` T == U
∆ ` E<T > == E<U >

s-trans

∆ ` T <: T

te-assoc-crg

∆ ` T == U
∆ ` U == T

te-assoc-type

te-tparam-crg

s-refl

te-sym

∆ ` T == U
∆ ` U == V
∆ ` T == V

s-via-eq

s-from-env

∆ ` T <: U
∆ ` U <: V
∆ ` T <: V

∆ ` U <: C<T >

∆ ` T == U
∆ ` U <: V
∆ ` T <: V

∆, G : P ` G <: P

s-class

D(E<T >, E<T >) = class/interface E<T > : P . . .
∆ ` E<T > <: Pi , for all i

wf-var

X∈∆
∆ ` Xok

wf-interf-instance

wf-constraint-interf-instance

CT (I) = interface I<X> . . .
∆ ` T ok
assoc-decl(I<T >) = ∅
∆ ` [T /X]propag-c(I<X>) satisfied

CT (I) = interface I<X> . . .
∆ ` T ok
∆ ` [T /X]propag-c(I<X>) satisfied

∆ ` I<T > ok

∆ ` I<T > ok-constraint

wf-class-instance
ok-is-ok-constraint

∆ ` T ok
∆ ` T ok-constraint

CT (C) = class C<X> : M , K where rd1 {type A = V ; W f ; kd md}
∆ ` T ok
∆ ` [T /X, C<T >/this]propag-c(C<X>) satisfied
∆ ` C<T > ok

wf-assoc-type-interf

D(I<T >, G) = interface I<T > : M where rd1 {type A; require rd2 ; ms; }
∆ ` G :: Ai ok, for all i

∆ ` G <: I<T >

∆ ` G ok or G = this

wf-assoc-type-class

D(C<T >, U ) = class C<T > : M where rd1 {type A = V ; W f ; kd md}
∆ ` U :: Ai ok, for all i

∆ ` U <: C<T >

∆ ` U ok or U = this

Figure 9: Subtyping, type equality, and well-formedness rules of fgj+iapr.

ty-new
ty-var

∆; Γ ` x : Γ(x)

ty-sub

∆; Γ ` e : T
∆ ` T <: U
∆; Γ ` e : U

ty-meth

∆; Γ ` e : W
∆ ` W <: P
∆; Γ ` e : U
hm, U → V i ∈ msigs-decl(P, W )
∆; Γ ` e.m(e) : V
ty-scast

Γ; ∆ ` e : W
∆ ` K ok
fields(K) = W f
∆ ` new K(e) : K
ty-ucast

∆; Γ ` e : T
∆ ` T <: O
∆ ` O ok
∆; Γ ` (O)e : O

∆; Γ ` e : T
∆ ` O ok
∆ ` O <:
6 T
T is a class instance
O is a class instance
∆; Γ ` (O)e : O

ty-fld

∆; Γ ` e : K
fields(K) = W f
∆; Γ ` e.fi : Wi
ty-dcast

∆; Γ ` e : T
∆ ` O ok
∆ 0 O == T
∆ ` O <: T
∆; Γ ` (O)e : O

∆ ` T <:
6 O
stupid warning

Figure 10: Typing rules for expressions.

wf-subt-constr

∆ ` G ok

wf-samet-constr

∆ ` L ok-constraint
∆ ` G : L ok

semi-wf-subt-constr

∆ ` O ok
∆ ` P ok-constraint
∆ ` O : P semi-ok
∆ ` U <: P
∆ ` U : P semi-ok
∆ ` U : P satisfied

∆ ` G ok
∆ ` U ok
∆ ` G == U ok

semi-wf-samet-constr

∆ ` O ok
∆ ` P ok
∆ ` O == P semi-ok

semi-wf-this-constr

∆ ` P ok-constraint
∆ ` this : P semi-ok

∆ ` U == T
∆ ` U == T semi-ok
∆ ` U == T satisfied

class-def-ok

∆ = env-for-body(C)
σ = [C<X>/this]
∆ ` M ok-constraint
∆ ` K ok
∆ ` rd1 ok
assoc-decl(M ) ⊆ A, assoc-def(K)
A and assoc-def(K) disjoint
∆ ` σV ok
∆ ` σW ok
fields(K) = U g
f and g disjoint
kd = C(U g, W f ){base(g); this.f = f ; }
∆ ` σmd ok
hm, T i ∈ msigs-decl(C<X>, this) and hm, U i ∈ msigs-decl(C<X>, this) implies ∆ ` T == U
∆ ` σ(propag-c(C<X>))satisfied
class C<X> : M , K where rd1 {type A = V ; W f ; kd md} ok
interface-def-ok

∆ ` rd2 ok

∆ ` ms ok

∆ = env-for-body(I)
∆ ` M ok-constraint
∆ ` rd1 ok
hm, T i ∈ msigs-decl(I<X>, this) and hm, U i ∈ msigs-decl(I<X>, this) implies ∆ ` T == U
interface I<X> : M where rd1 {type A; require rd2 ; ms; } ok

∆ ` T ok

` V ok

∆ ` T m(V x) ok

∆ ` T m(V x) ok

∆; x : V , this : this ` e : T

∆ ` T m(V x) {return e; } ok

CT (C) = class C<X> : M , K where rd1 {type A = V ; W f ; kd md}
env-for-body(C) = X, propag-c(C<X>), this : C<X>
CT (I) = interface I<X> : M where rd1 {type A; require rd2 ; ms; }
env-for-body(I) = X, propag-c(I<X>), this : I<X>
Figure 11: Well-formed constraints, classes and interfaces, and necessary helper definitions.

CT (I) = interface I<X> : M where rd1 {type A; require rd2 ; ms; }
Ai ∈ assoc-decl(I<T >), for all T and i
CT (I) = interface I<X> : M . . .

B ∈ assoc-decl(Mi ), for some i

B ∈ assoc-decl(I<T >), for all T
CT (C) = class C<X> : M , K where rd1 {type A = V ; W f ; kd md}
Ai ∈ assoc-def(C<T >), for all T and i
CT (C) = class C<X> : M , K . . .

B ∈ assoc-def(K)

A ∈ assoc-def(T )
A ∈ assoc-decl(T )

B ∈ assoc-def(C<T >), for all T

D(C<T >, this) = class C<T > : M , K where rd {type A = W ; U1 f1 ; kd md}

fields(K) = U2 f2

fields(C<T >) = U2 f2 , U1 f1

D(I<T >, P ) = interface I<X> : M where rd1 {type A; require rd2 ; ms; }

V m(U x) ∈ ms

hm, U → V i ∈ msigs-decl(I<T >, P )
D(I<T >, P ) = interface I<T > : M . . .

hm, U → V i ∈ msigs-decl(Mi , P ), for some i

hm, U → V i ∈ msigs-decl(I<T >, P )
D(C<T >, this) = class C<T > : M , K where rd1 {type A = V ; W f ; kd md}

S m(U x) {return e; } ∈ md

hm, U → Si ∈ msigs-def(C<T >)
D(C<T >, this) = class C<X> : M , K . . .
hm, U → Si ∈ msigs-def(K)

hm, U → Si ∈ msigs-def(T )

hm, U → Si ∈ msigs-def(C<T >)

hm, U → Si ∈ msigs-decl(T, T )

D(C<T >, this) = class C<T > : P where rd1 {type A = V ; W f ; kd md}

S m(U x) {return e; } ∈ md

mbody(C<T >.m) = hx, ei
D(C<T >, this) = class C<T > : M , K where rd {type A = V ; W f ; kd md}
m not defined in md
mbody(K.m) = hx, ei
mbody(C<T >.m) = hx, ei
Figure 12: Lookup functions for associated types, fields, method signatures, and bodies.

cprg-right-sub

CT (E) = class/interface E<X> . . .

U : E<T > ∈ constr(V )

R ∈ constr(E<X>)

[T /X, U/this]R ∈ constr(V )
cprg-inherit

D(E<T >, this) = class/interface E<T > : P . . .
E<T > : Pi ∈ constr(E<T >), for all i
cprg-class-def

D(C<T >, this) = class C<T > : P where rd {type A = U ; W f ; kd md}
rd ⊆ constr(C<T >)
cprg-interf-def

D(I<T >, this) = interface I<T > : M where rd1 {type A; require rd2 ; ms; }
rd1 , rd2 ⊆ constr(I<T >)
cprg-comb-sub

cprg-comb-same

constr(T ) = rd1

constr(P ) = rd2

constr(T : P ) = T : P, rd1 , rd2

constr(T ) = rd1

constr(U ) = rd2

constr(T == U ) = T == U, rd1 , rd2

G : P propagable

G == U propagable

R ∈ constr(T )
R propagable
R ∈ propag-c(T )

R ∈ constr(Q)
R propagable
R ∈ propag-c(Q)

Figure 13: Definitions of constr and propag-c used for constraint propagation.

X∈∆
∆ ` T ==weak X
X ∈ canon-weak-tvar∆ (T )

∆ ` T ==weak E<U >
E<U > ∈ canon-weak-inst∆ (T )

∆ ` T ==weak U :: A
U :: A ∈ canon-weak-assoc∆ (T )
canon-tvar

canon-weak∆ (T ) = X
X ∈ ∆v
canon∆ (T ) = X

0
1
order-set(canon-weak-inst∆ (T )) +
canon-weak∆ (T ) = first @order-set(canon-weak-tvar∆ (T )) +A
order-set(canon-weak-assoc∆ (T ))
canon-instance

canon-weak∆ (T ) = E<U >

canon∆ (U ) = W

canon∆ (T ) = E<W >
canon-assoc

canon-weak∆ (T ) = U :: A

canon∆ (U ) = S
∆ ` S <:
6 C<W >, for all C and W
canon∆ (T ) = S :: A

canon-assoc-def

canon-weak∆ (T ) = U :: Ai
canon∆ (U ) = S
∆ ` S <: C<W >, for some C and W
D(C<W >, S) = class C<W > : M where rd1 {type A = V ; ...}
Vi 0 = canon∆ (Vi )
0
canon∆ (T ) = Vi
CT (I) = interface I<X> . . .
assoc-decl(I) = A

CT (C) = class C<X> . . .
assoc-def(C) = A

X, this :: A ⊆ full-assocs-tparams(I)

X, this :: A ⊆ full-assocs-tparams(C)

T ∈ full-assocs-tparams(E)
env-for-body(E) ` T :: A ok
T :: A ∈ full-assocs-tparams(E)
G ∈ full-assocs-tparams(E)
∆ = env-for-body(E)
T ∈ full-tparams(E)

canon∆ (G) = T

Figure 14: Definitions of canon and full-tparams functions used in the translation.

canon∆ (V ) = E<T >

CT (E) = class/interface E<X> . . .

JV K∆ = E<J[T /X]ord-full-tparams(E)K∆ >
JT m(U x); K∆ = JT K∆ m(JU K∆ x);

canon∆ (V ) = G
JV K∆ = translated-constrainable-type(G)

JT m(U x){return e; }K∆ = JT K∆ m(JU K∆ x){return JeK∆ ; }

CT (E) = class/interface E<X> . . .
∆ = env-for-body(E)
transl-env-for-body(E) = J∆K∆ , transl-ord-full-tparams(E)
∆ = env-for-body(I)

transl-ord-full-tparams(I) = Y

Jinterface I<X> : M where rd1 {type A; require rd2 ; ms; }K =
interface I<Y > : JM K∆ where J∆K∆ {JmsK∆ ; }
∆ = env-for-body(C)

transl-ord-full-tparams(C) = Y

Jclass C<X> : P where rd {type A = U ; W f ; kd md}K = class C<Y > : JP K∆ where J∆K∆ {JW K∆ f ; JkdK∆ JmdK∆ }
Jnew K(e)K∆ = new JKK∆ (JeK∆ )
JxK∆ = x

JT (e)K∆ = JT K∆ (JeK∆ )

JU K∆ 6= this
JU : P K∆ = JU K∆ : JP K∆

Je.f K∆ = (JeK∆ ).f
Jthis : T K∆ = ∅

Je.m(d)K∆ = (JeK∆ ).m(JdK∆ )
JT == U K∆ = ∅

Figure 15: Definition of the translation function J·K∆ from fgj+iapr to fgj+i.

used to represent associated types match in their uses and
definitions.
Translating some type T starts by finding a canonical form
for T with the canon∆ function, shown in Figure 14. This
function selects one of the types that, based on ∆, can be
proven equal to T . The definition of canon∆ is a bit involved.
We first define the relation ==weak , which is a weaker form
of the type equality relation ==. The definition is obtained by substituting ==weak for == in the rules te-refl,
te-from-env, te-trans, te-sym, te-assoc-crg, and teparam-crg. Note that the substitution obviously does not
apply to the == on the left-hand side of ` in the rule tefrom-env. Hence, ==weak is the same as ==, except that
the rule te-assoc-type is excluded from the former.
The helper function canon-weak∆ works by ordering equivalent types into a list, with all instances first, followed by
all type variables, followed by all associated types; and picking the first element of this sequence. For this, we assume
a function order-set that transforms a set of types into an
ordered list, using some arbitrary but fixed order, e.g, lexicographical ordering based on the alphabetical ordering of
the characters in the type expressions; and a function first
that selects the first element from a list. The symbol +
denotes list concatenation. If the first element of this list
is a type variable, it is the final canonical form (canon∆ )
of the input type. For an instance, the canonical form is
obtained by canonicalizing the type arguments. The translation of associated types, however, is more intricate. The
two rules for associated types compensate for the te-assoctype rule missing from the definition of ==weak , but in a
way that would correspond to only applying te-assoc-type
from left to right. A more straightforward definition without this restriction would be possible, we believe, but the
current definition guarantees that canonicalization preserves
the ok property of types, which makes the safety proofs of
the translation easier (see the proof of Lemma 9).
The full-tparams function collects the set of all associated types and type variables used in the definition of a
given class or interface, recursing to its constraints and an-

cestors. The translated class or interface needs a type parameter for each element in this set. We can again use
order-set to generate an ordered list from the set. We define
ord-full-tparams(E) = order-set(full-tparams(E)). To get a
valid list of type parameter names, we also assume the existence of a translated-constrainable-type helper function that
maps constrainable types into type variable names. The
naming scheme can be arbitrary, as long as each distinct
type is mapped into a distinct name, and to the same name
every time. The transl-ord-full-tparams function, used in the
translation rules, then applies translated-constrainable-type
to each element of the ordered list obtained as the result of
ord-full-tparams.
With the above tools the translation guarantees that the
type argument list of the translation of any instance E<T >
will match the type parameter list of the translation of the
definition of the class or interface E.
Note that it is possible to write a class or interface definition with an inconsistent set of constraints. A class with inconsistent constraints can never be successfully instantiated.
In particular, every environment in the program (generated
by class and interface definitions) must satisfy the consistency rule that ∆ ` E<T > == F <U > implies E = F and
∆ ` T == U . We define programs violating this rule to be
invalid; the translation is not guaranteed to work for invalid
programs. Detecting inconsistencies that are troublesome
for the translation can be accomplished by checking each
class or interface definition prior to translation. The outline
of an algorithm to perform this checking is as follows: (1)
let ∆1 be the environment generated from the class or interface using env-for-body; (2) generate a new environment ∆2
by replacing each type in ∆1 by its canonical form (computed using canon); (3) check that the canonical form of
each instance E<T > in ∆1 is some other instance of E; and
(4) check that the transitive closure of the same-type constraints in ∆2 is not inconsistent. Inconsistencies originating
from subtype constraints that require a class to derive from
two unrelated classes or interfaces are not detected by the
above algorithm. Inconsistent constraints of this kind will,

however, remain inconsistent after translation, and are thus
harmless.

5.4

Properties of the formalization

In order to show that our language extensions are typesafe and that our translation of these extensions into standard Generic C# is correct, we prove several properties of
the extensions. We have defined translations on types, constraints, expressions, definitions, and environments; here, we
show that these translations are consistent with each other
and with vanilla fgj+i. The semantics of our extensions
are defined by translation into fgj+i followed by evaluation in that system; the fact that our translation preserves
program type behavior and typing then shows that our extensions are type-safe, as long as fgj+i itself is type-safe.
We start by establishing a number of minor results, and conclude with the theorems that state the main results about
our language extensions. In the proofs, we assume that all
classes and interfaces in the class table CT are ok by the
rules class-def-ok and interface-def-ok.
Lemma 1.
a) If ∆ ` T == U , then σ∆ ` σT == σU .
b) If ∆ ` T <: U , then σ∆ ` σT <: σU .
Proof. a) This proof is by induction on the derivation
that ∆ ` T == U . For te-refl, te-sym, te-trans, teassoc-crg, te-tparam-crg, and te-assoc-type, the result is trivial. For te-from-env, substitution on all constraints in the environment provides the desired result.
b) This proof is by induction on the derivation that ∆ `
T <: U . For s-refl, s-trans, and s-via-eq, the result is
trivial (s-via-eq uses part (a) of this lemma). For s-fromenv, the substitution on constraints in the environment provides the desired result. For s-class, D(σ(E<V >), σ(this)) =
D(E<σV >, σ(this)) = σD(E<V >, this) by the definitions
of substitution and D. Thus, the base classes and interfaces
in P are also substituted appropriately, and so the subtype
relationship still holds after applying σ.
Lemma 2. If ∆ ` T ok , and ∆ ` σ ok , then σ∆ ` σT ok .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of
T . If T is a type variable, it is either left alone by σ or
is redefined to an ok type, since σ is ok. If T is a class or
interface instance (say, E<V >), all of the substituted type arguments σV are ok by the induction hypothesis. They meet
their bounds from E by Lemma 1 (the bounds in E have
the correct substitution applied by wf-class-instance and
wf-interface-instance), and so σ(E<V >) = E<σV > is
ok. Otherwise, T is an associated type U :: A. Thus,
σT = σU :: A. It is known that σU is ok by the induction hypothesis, so all that remains is to show that σU has
a member type A. Since U :: A is ok in its unsubstituted
form, ∆ must imply some constraint U : F < . . . >, where
F < . . . > has an associated type A. Thus, it must be true
that ∆ ` U <: F < . . . >, and so ∆ ` σU <: F < . . . > by
Lemma 1. Therefore, σU has an associated type A, and so
σU :: A = σT is ok in ∆.
The next lemma shows that if we have some environment ∆ where an instance is well-formed, some type U that
would be well-formed in a class or interface definition, is
well-formed in ∆ after substituting the instance’s type arguments into any occurrences of type parameters in U .

Lemma 3. If ∆ ` E<T > ok-constraint, and ∆ ` W ok ,
and ∆ ` W <: E<T >, and σ = [T /X, W /this], and CT (E) =
class/interface E<X> . . . , and env-for-body(E) ` U ok ,
then ∆ ` σU ok .
Proof. Applying Lemma 2 to env-for-body(E) ` U ok
(an assumption) gives σ(env-for-body(E)) ` σU ok . Under the assumption on CT , env-for-body(E) consists of some
type parameter names (which are all ok after substitution
because ∆ ` T ok ), plus the requirements propag-c(E<X>)
and this : E<X>, and thus σ(propag-c(E<X>)), σ(this :
E<X>)) ` σU ok follows. Because of the definition of σ,
this is the same as σ(propag-c(E<X>)), W : E<T > ` σU ok .
We know that ∆ ` W : E<T > by assumption, and so it remains to show that ∆ ` σ(propag-c(E<X>)) satisfied. This
is true since it follows from ∆ ` W <: E<T > (using cprginherit and cprg-right-sub) that σ(constr(E<X>)) is a
subset of constr(W ), and so σ(propag-c(E<X>)) is a subset
of propag-c(W ).
Lemma 4. ∆ ` T == canon∆ (T ).
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of
canon∆ (T ) (i.e., the algorithm specified in the rules for computing canon∆ (T )). By the definition of canon-weak, ∆ `
T ==weak canon-weak∆ (T ). Because ∆ ` T ==weak U implies ∆ ` T == U , ∆ ` T == canon-weak∆ (T ) then follows.
Based on this observation, the canon-tvar case is trivial.
By the induction hypothesis, the type arguments are equal
to their canonical forms in the canon-instance case; thus,
the main result follows from te-tparam-crg. The canonassoc case is by the induction hypothesis and te-assoccrg, using similar reasoning. In the canon-assoc-def case,
the fact that ∆ ` T == U :: A, for some U and A, follows
from canon-weak∆ (T ) = U :: A. By the induction hypothesis and te-assoc-crg, ∆ ` T == S :: A, where S inherits
from some class that binds some type V to the associated
type A. Thus, by te-assoc-type, te-sym, and te-trans,
∆ ` T == V , from which the result follows by the induction
hypothesis and from the fact that canon(T ) = canon(V ) by
canon-assoc-def.
Lemma 5. ∆ ` T == U if and only if canon∆ (T ) =
canon∆ (U ).
Proof.
(←−) A consequence of Lemma 4, and the te-sym and tetrans rules.
(−→) The proof is by induction on the derivation that ∆ `
T == U . For te-refl, te-trans, and te-sym, the property
follows directly from the induction hypothesis and properties of equivalence (=) on types. For te-from-env, ∆ `
T ==weak U follows from ∆ ` T == U because ==weak includes te-from-env. Thus, canon-weak∆ (T ) is the same
as canon-weak∆ (U ) by the definition of canon-weak, and
thus by the definition of canon, it is also the case that
canon∆ (T ) = canon∆ (U ). For te-tparam-crg, the property follows from canon-instance and the induction hypothesis. te-assoc-crg uses the definition of canon for
associated types (the canon-assoc and canon-assoc-def
rules), and the induction hypothesis. The te-assoc-type
case follows from the canon-assoc-def rule.
The following lemma states that the name of the class or
an interface is preserved in the translation:

Lemma 6. Assume E ∈ dom(CT ), and ∆ ` T ok.
JE<T >K∆ = E<U > for some U .
Proof. Because ∆ is consistent, ∆ ` E<T > == F <U >
implies E = F . Thus canon∆ (E<T >) = E<U > for some U .
The lemma then follows from the definition of translation
for instantiated classes or interfaces.
Theorem 1.
a) If ∆ ` T == U , then JT K∆ and JU K∆ are the same type in
fgj+i.
b) Assume E ∈ dom(CT ), ∆ = env-for-body(E), and ∆0 =
transl-env-for-body(E). If ∆ ` T <: P , then ∆0 ` JT K∆ <:
JP K∆ .
Proof. a) The translation of a type is defined as the
translation of its canonicalization (as computed by canon).
Thus, the theorem follows directly from Lemma 5.
b) The proof is by induction on the derivation of ∆ `
T <: P , with case analysis on the last rule used. There
are five subtyping rules: the cases for s-refl and s-trans
are straightforward, and the case for s-from-env follows
because transl-env-for-body(E) includes translations of all
constraints in env-for-body(E). The case for s-via-eq follows from Theorem 1(a). In the final case, s-class, let
T = F <...>. Lemma 6 ensures that the translation of T is
of the form F <...>. The case, and thus the theorem, follows
from the definition of the translation of class and interface
definitions, which preserves inheritance declarations.
Lemma 7. If ∆ ` T ==weak U , ∆ ` ∆ ok , and either
∆ ` T ok or ∆ ` U ok , then both ∆ ` T ok and ∆ ` U ok .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of the
derivation that ∆ ` T ==weak U , with case analysis on
the last rule used. The cases te-refl, te-trans, te-sym,
and te-tparam-crg are trivial. te-from-env follows from
∆ ` ∆ ok, because all constraints in ∆ are ok in ∆, and
so all types mentioned in those constraints are ok in ∆ by
the definition of a constraint being ok. For te-assoc-crg,
let T be V :: A and U be W :: A. Assume without loss
of generality that V :: A is ok. That means that V is ok,
and so W is ok by the induction hypothesis. Therefore, W
is a subtype of everything V is a subtype of by s-via-eq,
and in particular it is a subtype of whatever contains the
associated type A. Therefore, W has the associated type A
and W is ok so W :: A is ok. This completes the last case
and the proof.
Lemma 8.
If ∆ ` T ok and ∆ ` ∆ ok , then ∆ ` canon-weak∆ (T ) ok.
Proof. Follows directly from Lemma 7 and from ∆ `
T ==weak canon-weak∆ (T ), which is obvious by the definition of canon-weak∆ .
Lemma 9.
If ∆ ` T ok and ∆ ` ∆ ok , then ∆ ` canon∆ (T ) ok.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of
canon∆ (T ). If the last rule used is canon-tvar, the statement follows from ∆ ` canon-weak∆ (T ) ok, which is true by
Lemma 8. The canon-instance case follows from the induction hypothesis and from Lemma 4. Similarly, the induction hypothesis together with Lemma 4 proves the canonassoc case. In the final case canon-assoc-def, S in the
premise of the rule is ok in ∆ by induction hypothesis, and
thus also for C<W > in the rule, ∆ ` C<W > ok, and thus by
class-def-ok and Lemma 3, ∆ ` Vi ok.

T proper
C<T > proper

assoc-decl(I<T >) = ∅

T proper

I<T > proper
G proper

Figure 16: The definition of proper types.
In the next lemma we use the definition of proper types,
shown in Figure 16. Intuitively, proper types exclude all
types that are, or contain, concept interfaces (interfaces that
have associated types).
Lemma 10. If ∆ ` T ok and ∆ ` ∆ ok, then
canon∆ (T ) proper.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of
canon∆ (T ). The case for canon-tvar gives a proper type
trivially. For canon-assoc, we know by the induction hypothesis that the base of the resulting associated type is
proper, and that this base does not inherit from any class
(or associated type with interfaces, by Lemma 9); thus, the
produced associated type is proper. For canon-instance,
the type arguments of the produced type are proper by
the induction hypothesis, and the produced type is ok by
Lemma 9; thus, the produced type itself is proper. In the
canon-assoc-def case, the type from the first part of the
rule serves as input to canon again, and so the resulting type
is proper by the induction hypothesis.
Lemma 11. If ∆ ` T <: U , ∆ ` T ok , ∆ ` U ok , U
inherits from some class instance, and ∆ ` V ok, then ∆ `
[T /this]V == [U/this]V .
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of V .
If V is an instance, all of its type arguments are ok, and so by
the induction hypothesis, this lemma is satisfied for them;
the result then follows for V by te-tparam-crg. If V is a
type variable, V is not affected by the substitutions for this,
and so the result follows by te-refl. For associated types
of this, the desired property is that ∆ ` T :: A == U :: A,
which is true by class-def-ok. For associated types of
other types the induction hypothesis ensures that the base
type of V satisfies the lemma, and thus the result is true
for all of V by te-assoc-crg and the definition of substitution.
Lemma 12. If CT (E) = class/interface E<X> . . . ,
and ∆ ` E<W > ok-constraint, then ∆ ` constr(E<W >)
semi-ok and satisfied.
Proof. Given an arbitrary constraint Q in constr(E<W >),
the proof will be by induction on the structure of the derivation that Q ∈ constr(E<W >). If Q is from cprg-class-def
or cprg-interface-def, it is trivially semi-ok and satisfied
because it is a member of [W /X]propag-c(E) by the definitions of those rules. From ∆ ` E<W > ok , we know that
∆ ` [W /X]propag-c(E) . If Q is from cprg-inherit, Q is
satisfied by the subtyping rule s-class, and is semi-ok by
the rules for a class or interface definition, and its instances,
being ok-constraint. If Q is from cprg-right-sub, there
are two types T and F <V > (where F accepts type parameters Y ), and a constraint R, such that Q is of the form σR,
where σ = [V /Y , T /this]. By the induction hypothesis, T :
F <V > is semi-ok and satisfied in ∆; R is semi-ok and satisfied in env-for-body(F ) by class/interface-def-ok. Thus,

∆ ` F <V > ok and it must be shown that ∆ ` σR semiok and satisfied. By wf-class-instance or wf-interfinstance and the equivalence between env-for-bodyc and
propag-c, ∆ ` σ(env-for-body(F )) satisfied. By Lemmas 1
and 2, σ(env-for-body(F )) ` σR semi-ok and satisfied ; thus
∆ ` Q semi-ok and satisfied.
Lemma 13. If E ∈ dom(CT ) and ∆ = env-for-body(E),
then ∆ ` ∆ ok.
Proof. The environment ∆ is ok whenever each of its
members (types and constraints) is ok. All of the type parameters in ∆ are ok trivially, just by being members of ∆.
Thus, the only interesting case is those members of ∆ which
are constraints. Let Q be a constraint from ∆. The environment ∆ contains exactly the constraints resulting from
env-for-body(E). This function can only produce constraints
from two sources: constraints on this and constraints that
come from propag-c and thus from constr. The constraints
on this are semi-ok by semi-wf-this-constr. The other
kinds of constraints are also included in constr(E<X>), and
so are semi-ok in ∆ by Lemma 12. All of these constraints
are propagable, and so their being semi-ok implies that
they are ok. Thus, all elements of ∆ are ok in ∆, and so
∆ ` ∆ ok .
Lemma 14.
Assume CT (E) = class/interface E<X> . . . and
∆ ` ∆ ok. If ∆ ` E<T > ok-constraint and there exists
some type W so that ∆ ` W ok and ∆ ` W <: E<T >, then
every member of [T /X, W/this]ord-full-tparams(E) is ok in
∆.
Proof. From the definitions of the functions full-tparams
and ord-full-tparams and from Lemma 9, each element of
ord-full-tparams(E) is ok in the environment env-for-body(E).
The result is then an immediate application of Lemma 3.
Lemma 15. If CT (F ) = class/interface F <Y > . . . ,
∆1 = env-for-body(F ), ∆1 ` F <U > ok , and ∆2 ` T ok , then
[J[U /Y ]ord-full-tparams(F )K∆1 /
transl-ord-full-tparams(F )]JT K∆2 = J[U /Y ]T K∆1 .

Proof. Let V be canon∆2 (T ). The proof is by induction on the structure of V , which is either a constrainable
type or an instance; this is because V is proper by Lemmas 13 and 10. If V is constrainable, JT K∆2 is a type
in transl-ord-full-tparams(F ), and so V is its corresponding entry in ord-full-tparams(F ). Therefore, the left side
of the equality above reduces to J[U /Y ]V K∆1 , which is exactly the right side. If V is an instance type, assume it
has the form E<W >. The left side of the desired equality is
E<[J[U /Y ]ord-full-tparams(F )K∆1/transl-ord-full-tparams(F )]
JW K∆2 >. By the induction hypothesis, the inside of this can
be replaced with the right side of the equality, and this produces E<J[U /Y ]W K∆1 >. This, after applying the translation
rule for instances, is exactly the same as the right side of the
desired equality.
Theorem 2.
Assume env-for-body(E) = ∆ and transl-env-for-body(E) =
∆0 . If ∆ ` T ok, then ∆0 ` JT K∆ ok.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of
canon∆ (T ), which can either be a constrainable type or an
instance. Lemma 13 shows that ∆ ` ∆ ok ; Lemma 9 then

shows that ∆ ` canon∆ (T ) ok . If canon∆ (T ) is a constrainable type, its translation is a type variable, which is ok in
∆0 because ∆0 is the result of transl-env-for-body.
The more challenging case is when canon∆ (T ) is an instance. If canon∆ (T ) is an instance, its type arguments
are valid types because canon∆ (T ) is ok. Let F <U > be
canon∆ (T ), and let V be [U /Y ]ord-full-tparams(F ), where
Y are the declared type parameters of F . All of V is ok in
∆ by Lemma 14.
Given that all of V is ok in ∆, JV K∆ is ok in ∆0 by the
induction hypothesis (allowed because the type arguments
of an instance returned by canon are the results of recursive
applications of canon, by the definition of canon). By the
definition of the translation function and the assumption of
canon∆ (T ) being an instance, JT K∆ is an instance, and in
particular is F <JV K∆ >.
The final part of showing that F <JV K∆ > is ok in ∆0 is to
show that JV K∆ meets its constraints from the translated
definition of F . For this, let ∆2 be env-for-body(F ), and let
∆02 be J∆2 K∆2 (i.e., the constraints from the translation of
F ). It is known that ∆ ` [U /Y ]∆2 because F <U > is ok in ∆;
this gives ∆0 ` J[U /Y ]∆2 K∆ by Theorem 1. By Lemma 15,
this is equivalent to ∆0 ` [J[U /Y ]ord-full-tparams(F )K∆ /
transl-ord-full-tparams(F )]∆02 . This becomes ∆0 ` [JV K∆ /
transl-ord-full-tparams(F )]∆02 by the definition of V . This
statement says exactly that the new type arguments JV K∆
meet the constraints ∆02 in the translation of F .
That completes the proof of the case for those T where
canon∆ (T ) is an instance. Since canon can only return
constrainable types and instances, the full theorem is now
proven.
Theorem 3.
Assume E ∈ dom(CT ), ∆ = env-for-body(E), and ∆0 =
transl-env-for-body(E). If ∆; Γ ` e : T , then ∆0 ; JΓK∆ `
JeK∆ : JT K∆

Proof. The proof is by induction on the derivation of
∆; Γ ` e : T , with case analysis on the last rule used: ty-var
is trivial; ty-sub follows from Theorem 1(a); ty-new from
Theorem 2; ty-fld from the translation of class definitions;
ty-meth from Theorem 1(a) and the translations of method
signatures and definitions; ty-ucast from Theorems 1(a)
and 2; ty-dcast from Theorems 1(a) and (b), and 2; and
ty-scast from Theorems 1(a) and 2.
Lemma 16.
Assume E ∈ dom(CT ), ∆ = env-for-body(E), and ∆0 =
transl-env-for-body(E). If ∆ ` ms ok, then ∆0 ` JmsK∆ ok.
If ∆ ` md ok, then ∆0 ` JmdK∆ ok.
Proof. Trivial based on Theorems 2 and 3.

Theorem 4.
If class C<X> . . . ok in fgj+iapr, then Jclass C<X> . . .K
ok in fgj+i. If interface I<X> . . . ok in fgj+iapr, then
Jinterface I<X> . . .K ok in fgj+i.

Proof. A class or an interface is ok, both in fgj+iapr
and in fgj+i, if all of its ancestors, constraints, fields, and
methods are ok in the environments generated from the type
parameters and constraints of the class/interface. The above
theorems and lemmas show that translation of each of these
sub-parts, including translation of environments, preserves
well-formedness. The theorem follows.

Theorem 5. Assume ∅; ∅ ` e : T , CT 0 = JCT K and e0 =
JeK∅ . If hCT, ei is a valid program in fgj+iapr, then CT 0 ok
and ∅; ∅ ` e0 : JT K∅ . That is, hCT 0 , e0 i is a valid program in
fgj+i.
Proof. Follows from Theorems 3 and 4.

6.

RELATED WORK

The associated type extension described here can be seen
as a type-safe variation of virtual types. Several other related formalisms and language features have been reported.
Closest to ours is nested inheritance [21], a Java extension,
that can be translated to standard Java with techniques
similar to those described in this paper. Nested inheritance
associates nested types with classes, rather than with individual objects as the original virtual type systems [9,10] do.
Compared to our work, nested inheritance does not consider
type parameters or binding member types to existing types,
but rather, nested types must be bound to newly defined
classes.
Virtual types are often viewed as an alternative to parameterized types. For instance, virtual types, as described
in [9, 10], do not include a mechanism for type parameterization (beyond that of virtual types themselves); Thorup
and Torgersen argue that type parameterization is beneficial even in the presence of virtual types [20]. Our formalism
analogously combines type parameterization and associated
types, and argues for the importance of constraint propagation in this combination. C# includes type parameters as
its main mechanism for generics; our proposal adds to that,
and does not intend to replace it.
Original virtual types require run-time type checks for
full type safety. By introducing suitable restrictions (see,
e.g. [10, 22]), several systems improve the static type safety
of virtual types, while preserving the property of associating nested types to objects, not classes. These restrictions
are similar to the requirement we impose that once defined,
associated types are not redefined in subclasses. The MyType construct [19] allows a method to refer to the dynamic
type of the this object, providing a solution to the binary
method problem [23] by allowing method parameter types
to vary covariantly in a statically type-safe way. MyType
can be emulated with an extra type parameter, which resembles the technique we use for translating associated types to
type parameters.
MyType was later extended into type groups, which, instead of just the single MyType, allow the definition of
groups of types (either nested in a class or separate), which
can be changed within subclasses, updating all references
between types in the group appropriately [24, 25]. Family
polymorphism [26] also allows groups of nested types to be
inherited, but imposes restrictions based on object identity:
the member types of two objects can only be used as the
same type if the two objects are provably the same; this
limitation was also pointed out in [21]. This restricts the interoperability of associated types of two distinct parameters
of a generic function.
A recent formalization and improvement of family polymorphism, νObj , allows nested types to be aliases for existing types in addition to newly defined types. Furthermore,
two nested types can be constrained to be the same [27].
νObj is presented as a foundational calculus for examining
properties and behavior of nested types, and the Scala pro-

gramming language is a practical implementation of these
ideas [28]. Although supporting types as members of other
types, the default model for these languages is that types
are members of objects.
Structural virtual types allow virtual types to be used for
some of the tasks that parameterized types are typically
used for [20]. For example, two subclasses of the same class,
with the same nested type definitions, are viewed as the
same type. Also, a subtyping relation among parameterized
types, such that the constraints of a parameterized class enter into the subtype relationship, is automatically defined:
a polymorphic class is itself a type; adding more restrictions
to its parameters produces a subtype of the original polymorphic type; instances of that polymorphic class are also
subtypes of the uninstantiated class.
The work on nested types (distinct from nested inheritance) explores allowing constructions like ML signatures
and structures, as well as objects, in one unified framework [29]. This work defines a formalization of records with
type members and same-type constraints, but not in combination with parameterized types.
Support for associated types is also found in a few languages which are not predominantly object-oriented. C++
supports associated types with member typedefs, or with
type functions known as traits classes [30]. ML modules
can contain both types and values (including functions), and
thus provide a direct representation for associated types [31].
However, an ML module is an entity by itself, distinct from
a type; thus, types cannot be directly associated with other
types.
Haskell’s functional dependencies among type class parameters offer partial support for associated types [32]. Influenced by our results in [8], a more direct mechanism for
associated types has been suggested [33]. This language extension adds associated types to type classes, but does not
allow existing types to be bound as associated types, and
does not allow constraints requiring particular pairs of associated types to be the same. These restrictions are lifted in
subsequent work on associated type synonyms of the same
authors [34]. The Haskell work does not consider the effects of an object-oriented type system, including subtype
relationships, on associated types.
In contrast to systems related to associated types, work
on constraint propagation appears infrequently in the literature. We are not aware of work formally defining constraint
propagation, though the Cecil programming language includes it as a feature [35, § 4.2]. Also, Java’s wildcard types
allow a limited form of constraint propagation [36, 37]. Systems which include full type inference for type constraints,
such as type classes in Haskell [38], include the equivalent
of constraint propagation, but often also introduce restrictions, such as forbidding a function name to be used in more
than one type class.
One unique characteristic of our work is the combination
of associated types and constraint propagation. Associated
types can be bound to existing types, not only to newly created classes. Furthermore, we define associated types and
constraint propagation as extensions to mainstream objectoriented languages with constrained generics, and describe
translation of the extensions to such a language. The translation precisely describes a correspondence between type parameters and associated types, and demonstrates how the
results directly apply to the generics of C# and Java.

7.

CONCLUSION

A high degree of parameterization on types, typical for libraries built with generic programming, stretches the practical limits of generics in languages such as Java or C#. In
particular, the number of type parameters, and the amount
of code required to express constraints on type parameters,
can easily become excessive. Associated types, as described
in this paper, can significantly improve the situation: in
contrast to type parameters, associated types allow types
to be encapsulated in data structures. Note that associated
types and parameterized types are not mutually exclusive
features; our work demonstrates that these features are useful together, and describes their interaction precisely.
Associated types allow functional dependencies between
types to be expressed well and encapsulated within interfaces, but do not directly encapsulate constraints on associated types or type parameters similarly. The full benefits
of associated types depend on the other proposed extension:
constraint propagation. These two extensions can be implemented separately, but together they allow a very concise
expression of constraints for generic methods and classes,
while still allowing separate type-checking.
The paper gives a rigorous description of both associated types and constraint propagation in a form that is
directly applicable to mainstream object-oriented languages
supporting F-bounded polymorphism, such as C# and Java.
The proposed language features provide a significant improvement in the level of support for generic programming
in these languages without fundamental changes to the languages or their implementations. We suggest a translation
from a language with the extensions to one without them,
but obviously a direct implementation is also feasible. The
paper presents an idealized language, fgj+iapr, in the style
of Featherweight Generic Java, to study the extensions formally, and proves their type-safety in this setting. We have
implemented an experimental type checker for fgj+iapr,
and a translation to C# [39]; work is also underway to implement the proposed extensions for the full C# language.
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